

1. Challenges with mobile health mostly involve unreliability of video connections, and the generally poor care that telehealth offers.   Elderly patients in particular struggle with the technical requirements.  Additionally, we anticipate some degree of  'account fatigue' where both providers and patients will be frustrated at needing multiple accounts for various on-line portals and apps.  Tracking encounters is not a problem.  Documentation is no different from routine clinic documentation. 

2. We use Doximetry and Zoom.  The Zoom interface is via a institution-specific portal with encrypted links/keys.  They are HIPAA compliant. 
 I personally do not want a HIPAA waiver to continue after the pandemic.  Telehealth should be used as a last resort.

3. Face to Face encounters can include an actual exam, and communication can include body language, and the unmeasurable myriad of physiologic messaging that occurs non-verbally.   The in-person visit is far more effective at building rapport, which is essential to maximizing patient compliance.  Mental health encounters are particularly less effective when not in-person. 
Zool-like encounters have the advantage of generating data-evidence of encounters; time stamps that can verify care was done and can be important in audits.  As for information, Zoom allows at least a general appraisal of rashes, accessory muscle use in breathing, pallor, and other limited but still important imformation regarding patient condition. 
Audio visits are still helpful, but effectiveness is directly proportional to the patients medical literacy and self awareness.  Patients routinely exaggerate or minimize reported symptoms;  only a physical exam is objective. 

4. Elderly patients typically can only be engaged remotely / phone-only in telehealth situations.  As discussed, this is a very poor replacement of in-person encounters including an exam.  Such remote visits should only be permissible as a last resort. 

5. It is difficult to comment on urban vs rural as I have not changed practices during the pandemic.  Regarding mental/physical special needs - telehealth visits are useless for these populations, where almost everything is based on objective exam findings. Economic status, (assuming the patient has some form of insurance) is less of a barrier to me.  I will go out to people's car if they need to have their children with them. 

6. Yes, patients are hesitant to go to labs and diagostics during the pandemic.  This is an understandable concern.  

7. Vitals I need are temperature, heart rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure, weight, and oxygen saturation.  These are able to be obtained with a visual connection and fairly cheap home equipment.  Home measurements are fine for basic treatment decisions.  The only accurate home thermometers are the sublingual variety; those are also the least expensive.

8. Name, date of birth, Chief complaint, severity and timing of symptoms

9 . I dont understand this question exactly... but a universal EMR portal would be wonderful.  Why dont we have the VA's EMR system for everyone?

10 . Remote control of medical machinery is a terrible idea.  It is too risky for interference, too risky that pertinent physical information will be missed,  and too tempting to skip direct  provider involvement.    If a patient requires machinery adjustments by a physician, that would mean something is unstable.   Such a patient is high risk and should be seen in person, or in a setting where skilled nursing is available. 

11. Telehealth will no doubt be a part of all practices in the future, but strict limits need to be set on the proper scope of telehealth, and the limits of what is acceptable for telehealth. For example,  anyone with respiratory symptoms should be examined, lungs auscultated, and have strep and flu swabs obtained and analyzed.  That cannot be done over telehealth.  During a pandemic, Doctors should be using PAPRs so that the infectious risk to the physician (and vice-versa) is zero.
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